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LANTE Living room  

GENERAL INFORMATION

Body: laminated chipboard E05, 16 mm 

+ rounded MDF slats

Body color: beige

Front: MDF 18 mm

Front color: beige

HDF: white, in bookcase beige HDF board with a wood 

structure

Rim: ABS, in the color of the board

Handle: metal, gold colour

Legs: metal, gold colour

Hinges: parallel / twin

Drawer guides: ball guides, full extension

HDF drawer: white
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INFORMATION

The collection presented in this offer is the property of Meble Laski Kaczorowska Sp.k. This card is not an offer within the meaning of the Civil Code. The 
manufacturer reserves the right to make structural changes to the offered furniture, without changing the overall character. The dimensions given may be 
slightly changed. All dimensions given are external dimensions and are given in centimeters. Due to different monitor settings, the colors on offer may slightly 
differ from the colors of the furniture.

LANTE Living room  

A - bookcase - W 88,2 / H 193,8 / D 38 cm

B - commode 163 6s - W 163,2 / H 81,2 / D 38 cm

C - commode 163 2d3s - W 163,2 / H 81,2 / D 38 cm
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INFORMATION

The collection presented in this offer is the property of Meble Laski Kaczorowska Sp.k. This card is not an offer within the meaning of the Civil Code. The 
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differ from the colors of the furniture.

LANTE Living room  

D - commode 138 d3s - W 138,2 / H 81,2 / D 38 cm

E - rtv table 200 2d - W 200 / H 51,2 / D 38 cm

F - rtv table 163 2d - W 163,2 / H 51,2 / D 38 cm


